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GENETIC TNPLICATIONS OF DNA REPAIR 

1. Introduction 

There are four fundamental biological processes in \'lhich DNA" as the 

'Ii primary genetic material" plays a central role: they are replication, tra'nscrip-

tion" mutatioIl, and ~mbinati.on. Replication provides for the duplication 

of each DNA strand prior to cell division; transcription of genetic i.nformation 

into mess!?nger RNA is the initial step in protein synthesis; mutation and re-

combinati.on give rise \"ithin species to the hereditary vari.ation that is the 
• 

basis of evolution. In the context of these four 'phenomena ·,,,e must no\" consider 

.a fifth ba.sic pro~ess involving DNA - namely, repai,r, a function found in many 

cells which enables them to. correct a variety of structural defects that may 

be formed in their DNA. 

. 
One important mode of repair depends on the fact that .the t\"O strands 

of DNA cue complementary to one· another according to the vlell-knmV11 base-

pairing rulesior the nucleotide bases (i.e., the purines, adenine and guanine, 

are normally paired \'liththe pyrimidines, thymine and cytosine, respectively). 

Thus, if a portion of one strand is damaged or deleted, the genetic information 

lost from that segment can be retrieved from the intact complementary strand. 

The selective advantage arising from the potential for repair inherent in this 

duplex structure could account for the ubiquity of the double-stranded form of 

DNA as the genetic material of cells. 

One mlght expect that repair ,,,ould affect other genetic phenomena, 

and a number of re"ent experiments indicate that th:l.s j.s the case. It is 

our purpose in this p~per to explore, in a primarily speculative way, some of 

·these genetic implications of DNA repair. For a ·more detailed discussion and 

criticism of experimental results and interpretations, the reader should conslJlt 
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some of the recent revie\'ls in this field. 1 - 7 The major part of our discussion 
\ 

\ " 

wUl be based upon t.h,,~ r.esults of rnd:!.ntion experiments wIth bac ter:i.ophages 

and procaryotic cells. This approach does not arise from' any whimsical pre-

dilection for these creatures but, rather, reflects the fact that most of our 

kno\vledge of molecular genetics has been derived from studies of these'less 

complex organisms. Unfortunately, we still kno,v relatively little about the 

structure and behavior of eucaryotic chromosomes, and, although repair has 

been qhserved in many lower eucaryote;s, it remains uncertain ,,,hether such 

processes occur in mammalian cells. 

The main hypotheses to emerge from t)lis. ''lork concerning the relation 

between repair and replication are: first, that mechanisms exist for the repair 

of both intra- and interstrand crosslinks in DNA that w'ould othenlise block 

normal rcplication;3J 8 second, that repair mechanisms may serve as "quality 

control" devices for monitoring the fidelity of the DNA information content;7 

and third, that repair enzymes could close the single-strand breaks that may 

be introduced into DNA to allO\o1 local un\"inding of its helical secondary 

structure during normal replication. s It has also been suggested that single-

strand breaks are introduced into DNA in the course of messenger RNA synthesis; 

the subsequent repair of these breaks would indicate an association beu"een 

repair and transcription. 10 

Induced premutational changes in the DNA structure are also subject to 

repair, although this is apparently not true for spontane~us mutations. 11 - 14 

While it is unlikely that mutational changes are' introduced into the DNA of 

bacteria as a result of inaccurate functioning o( repair enzymes, such a 

mechanism has been suggefJted as a possi.ble source of somatic mutations. in 

manunalian cells which could account for the wide range of specific antibody 

proteins that can be formed. 15 Finally, it has been R~gued that there must 
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, 
be an optimal mutation frequency in natural populations to provide simultan-

eously for the g~rt1:ic stability and evolutionary plasticity of each ~pecies .l6-18 

Since most -mutations in \vell-adapted organisms are deleterious) DNA repair 

. . 
mechanisms might serve to maintain genetic stability in the face of mutagenic 

agents in the envi~·onJilent. Nevertheless, if repair. should become· too efficient 

it could reduce the mutatio·n frequency to such a low level that a sped_es 

might becoillc trapped in an evoluti.onary dead-end. Thus .• the efficiency of DNA 

repaix; processes may be the product of selection for a low but optimal mutation 

frequency in natural populations. 7 

Genetic recombfnation is now ~hought. t~ occur by a proces.s invQlvirig 

breakage and reunion of the tlvO par.ticipating DNA molecules .19 - Sincf! certai.n 

of the steps that may be required for such a process are at least "topolog:l.cal1y"· 

similar to some of thOSe! l.nvolvcd in r(~pa1.r) :I.t has h('cn suggosted that repair. 

enzymes mIght also be involved in rccombinat:l.on. :=!O This argument can be 

. 
extended to implicate similar enzymes in a number of other phenomena related to 

recombination) £.~., prophage integr.ation and lysogeni.c induction, bacterial 

transformation, and gene conversion. 

It is the far-reachi.i1g nature of the genetic implications of DNA repair 

that has caused so much excitement in this· field today. Let uS nO\-1 examine 

in more detail the experimental and theoretical basis of these ideas. 
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. II. GENERAL ASPECTS OF REPAIR 

It is useful at the outset to distinguish among three words ,.,hieh are 

often used some'17hat ambiguously by different authors,' The word repair is 

used to denote the actual ertzymic steps that restore damaged segments of DNA 

to a potentially funct.ional form. The qua1ifi~ation Itpotentially functio!1al" 

is necessary because the repair of any particular defect need not. be effective . . 
in restoring cell viabi~ityor in preventing the occurrence of a mutation. 

In fac't, l.t is knO\\1n that even if the v:ast majority of defects formed by a 

moderatf,! dose of radiation are repaired, those fe,~ escflp:!11g repair might:, be 

, \ ' 

sufficient to inactivate the cell. Clearly, there can be substantial biochemical 

repair i,n .cel1s that would be cO\lnted dead in a biological assay for viability. 
,--

Furthermore, in some circumstances all defective segments of the DNA might be 

repaired, and yet the cell could still fail to multiply becat.lse of some other 

concomitant metabolic failure caused by the inactivating agent. 

l'he words reactivation and recover>: are often used interchangeably to 

describe the biologically observed outcome of repair (remembering, of course) 

that there need not be a one-to-one relation bet,.,een repair and recovery). 

However, there is some advantage in utilizing these two words to distinguish 

I 

between distinct experimental situations. 21 He use. the "lOrd. r.ecovery to denote 

an increase in viability resulting from post-irrad5.ation treatments other than. 

those normally used in some standard assay for viability (e.g., liquid holding 

recovery in UV-irradi.ated yeast (Fig. 1)).22 On the othel' hand, ,.,e use the ,.,ord 

reactivation to denote the enhanced viability of a repair-proficient strain 

of cells compared with that: of repai.r-deficient :-:.utants dcd,v'ed from the 

same experimental stock21 (e.g., the relative resistancebf E~cherichia 

col( nlr compared "'ith ~.coli B
s

_1 to inactivation by 2537 .A vv or nitrogen 
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mustard (Fig.2)). Thus, recovery :I.s measured by comparing the viability of a 
J 

<. 
given strain of cells, under tw'o different sets of experimental condi. tions; reac-

r<t. tivation is measured by comparing the viability of tHO related strains under 

a, fixed set of experimental conditions. (rl'he major exception to ~hi.s usage 

is the term photo-reactIvation.) 

The four major elements involved in any enzymic repair process are: the 

segment of DNA to be repaired, some localized structural defect in this segment, 

the r~pai.r enzyme(s), and an energy supply. The essential features .of repair 

are: first, the .recognition of the defect - those enzyme-substrate interactions 
• .1 

involved in the initial binding of the repa}.r .enzyme or em:yme comple>;: to 'the 

defective DNA segment; and, second, the execution of the repair steps themselves. 

On the basis of the known structure of DNA, three distinct categories of repair 

can be visualized, as sketched in Fig. 3: (1) reversal of the defect in situ; 

(2) removal of the defect, accompanied or follO\\led by replacement of the 

defectlvc nucleotides through de ~ DNA synthesis (noH called "repair 

replication"); and (3) physiologlcal ~~ which leaves the defect intact hut 

makes it possible for the cell to mUltiply and carryon those biosynthetic 

activities essential for surviva1. 22 Photoreactivation of UV-induced pyrimidine 

dimers23 and "ligase"24 or Isealease"25 rejoining of broken phosphodiester 

bonds are well-established examples of the first type·of repair; excision of 

pyrimidine dimers or guanine cross-links accompanied by repair replication is 

the prototype of the second. 26 - 3o It is convenient to refer to the latter as 

"exci'sion-repair" or "dark·repair". There is at present no documented example 

of in vivo repair hasecl on a "bypass" mechanism, although liqu:l.d-holding 

recovery in diploid yeast mny represent such a case,Sl and in~jtro DNA 

synthesis can be diverted around pyrimidine dimers in parental strands. 32 

Enzymes that effect repair jon ~itu are presl1mal-,l:.! specific for some 
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unique characteristic of the defects to be corrected, and this mode of repair 

probably is a one-step process. Enzymologica.1 studies of the photoreactivation 

and. break-rejoining enzymes support this idea. 24,25,33 In photoreactivation' 

"recognition" would coilSist in the specific binding of photol:E;activating enzyme 

to dimerized nucleotides. One "1Ou1d not expect thi,s enzyme to be capable of 

repairing other kinds of defects in DNA, and, i.ndeed, defects induced by 

nitrogen mustard or X-rays art! not photoreactivable. On the other hauc1, repai.r. 

by rellloval and replacement of the defective nucleotides appears to be a multi-

step pr.ocess initiated by nuclease attack on DNA. A variety of chemically 

distinct defects can be repair'ed in this·,.,ay: lesions induced by W, nitrogen 

llIustard, X,-rays, mitomycin C, and other agents all appear to be susceptible of 
. , 

excision-repair .1-3,8 III this mode of repair, it apparently 'is not the specific 

form of the primary base damage that is recognized but, rather, somr;~ associated 

secondary structural alteration in the phosphodiester backbone. so For example, 

because of the helicity of DNA, adjacent pyrimidine 'bases involved in pyrimidine 

dimer formation must rotate through 36 degrees in the plane perpendicular to the 

DNA fiber axis and be displaced t,.,o angstroms along this axis to,,,ard one another. 

Such a marked change from the normal parallel stacking of the bases must be 

accompanied by a loss of hydrogeIl bonding ,.,iththe opposite strand and a marked 

distortion of the phosphodiester backbone. Presumably it is t.his distortion that 

is recognized by the nucleases involved 5.n excision~repaj.r. Considerati.ons such 

as these led to the suggesti.on that a singleexcision.-repair.enzyme sequence 
, 

might constitute a general error-correcting mechanism for DNA.21 

In precisely what ways might such a multistep enzymic process he said to 

be "general"'( Three simple possibilities arc: (1) that a unique set. of enzymes, 

.for which the recognition step is relatively non~specific, is capable of repairing 

a variety'of different defects; (2) that different defects can be repaired by 



(., 

, 
a conunon enzymic patln.,ray but with a highly specific recognition enzyme for each 

type of defect; and (3) that the steps involved in the repair of different 

defects are just' "topologically" equivalent, the net result of repair being ,the 

removal and replacement of the defec tive riuc1eotides. 

There is yet another way that a group of chemically distinct defects could 

be repaired by a common path"7ay even though all the enzymes involved in the 

sequence should be higi1ly specific in their action. The recognitiop. and repair 

of different defects could be effected if each repairable defect could be . ' 

recognized by some enzyme in the sequence. Consider the repair sequence re-

presented by the first reaction scheme sho\-1n in Fi.g. 11. Here, (DNA) denotes 
n 

.a po1ynuc1~otide segment containing a defect vlhich requires a sequence of n 

enzymic steps to repair. The enzymes in the pa th,,,ay are E1, E2, ••••• J En' The 

recognition step for repair of the defect consists of the initia,J bi.nding of E1 

to (DNA) • The intermediate configurations of the DNA segment during repair are 
n 

(DNA)n_l' (DNA)ri_2' "'J etc. ,Suppose that each of the enzymes in the sequence 

functions independently and that anyone of the intermediate DNA configurations 

can be induced independently by some physical or chemical agent. Thus, despite 

the specificity of El (or any other enzyme in the sequence), induced defects 

resembling any of the intermediate configurations could be repaired by the 

partial sequence of enzymes to the "right" of this configuration in the complete 

repair sequence. Such a repair system could be described as being "general" for 

the range of defects resembling DNA configurations (DNA)n through (DNA)I' 

Furthermore, a mutational block in any intermediate enzyme ,.,ould give a sequence 

unable to repair df'fects resembling configurati.ons to the 1I1eft ll of the enzyme 

but sti.ll able to repair defects resembling all subsequent confi.gurations. For 

.example, it is knoHll that X-rays and methyl. methane sulfonate (lvil'1S) produce 

single-strand break~; i.n DNA, and single-strand breaks occur during the repair of 
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UV-induced pyrimidine dim~rs.34,35 Therefore, the finding of lTV sensitive 

mutants of ~.co1i that are nonetheless resistant to X_rays36 and UV sensitive 

mutants of Bacillus subtilis that are resistant to }fMS37, $8 ''las taken to imply r\, 

that enzymes in a single excision-repair sequence were capable of functioning 

independently in just this manner. 

The situation ,.,ould be more complicated if the repair enzymes ,.,ere bound 

together in a complex. In this case the repair sequence might be represented 

by th~ second reaction scheme sho,'111 in Fig. h. Here ''Ie assume that, because 

the enzymes are associated in a complex, ,they are unable to func tion independently, 
.l(-

and that the complex has only one effective. rc;cognition site, El4 TJ~e specificity 

of repair is then determined completely by the specificity of the first enzyme. 

Only if E1were a relatively n6n-specific endonuclease could the complex 

function as a general error-correcting device. Furthermore, a mutational block 

of any intermediate enzyme might conceivably abolish the function of the entire 

complex and yield a phenotype unable to repair defects resembling any of the 

DNA configurations in the repair sequence. It has, in fact, been suggested 

that excision-repair enzymes \'lhich nct on W-induced pyrimi.dine dimers and 

chemically induced cross-links in DNA may be organized in such a complex. 1 ,39 

If this is true, then it is probably incorrect to conclude that an intermedia'te 

block in a unique repair sequence is responsible 'for the formation of the W 

sensitive, X-ray (or NHS) resistant mutallts described above. Rather, it 

\'lould be more likely that at least t,vo distinct repair enzyme sequences exist, 

'X-This nssumptfon 1.8 bi.ochcmi,cally reasonable, anel if :f.t is not. made, then the 
bchav:i.or of the enzymc complcx would be op(~ratlona1.ly indi.stinguishablc from 
the sequence of independent enzymes just described. 

.' 

.,':.: 
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, 
one capable of repairil1g cross-links" the other, strand breaks. Bmvever, 

\. 

according to the third criterion for generality of repair mentioned above, it 

\vould remain appropriate to regard these two repair sequences as belongi~1g· to 

the same general category of repair, even though structurally different 

en~ymes may be involved in each process • 

.... ' 
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III. DARK REPAIR OF DNA STRUCTURAL DEFECTS 

A. Repair of Intra- and'Interstrand Cross-links 

Biological studies of ti1e radiation sensitivity of~.~oli mutants,host-

cell reactivation of UV-irradiated bacteriophages, liquid-holding recovery of 

irradiated yeast and bacteria, and mutation frequency decline(coupled with the 

gradually accumulating evidence that damage to DNA is the prim!1ry cause of 

radiation inactivation)led a number of workers to postulate the existence of 

DNA ro..pair processes. 22,40-42 These .recovery phenomena are.to be distinguished 

from photoreactivation in that they do not require exposure to visibl~ light; 

for this reason the underlying DNA repair p·rocesses are called "dark repair". 

The demonstration that photoreactivation arises from the enzymic repair of DNA 

structural defects provid.ed the intellectual paradigm for much subsequent 

thinking in this field. 43 Here it ,,,as shO\oJl1 that UV -induced pyrimidine dimers 

in DNA cause biological damage and that photoreactivation is based on the 

specific cleavage of these dimers in situ. 44 - 46 These findings made it reason-

able to suppose that analogous enzymes might exist '"hich could repair inactivating 

and mutagenic defects "in the dark". The mapping of genetic lod. controlling 

the radiosensitivity of !:!.coli lent further credence to this hypothesis.-l7 - 49 

The first biochemical results which provided some insight into the 

possible mechanism of dark repair were obtained in the well-known "excision" 

experiments reported in 1964 by SetlO\" and Carrier26 and by Boyce and HO\\Tard

F1anders. 27 These experiments, together ,,,i th the subsequent d,iscovery of 
• 

IIrepair replication ll by Pettijohn and Hanawalt,28 d~monstrated that a repair 

mechanism based on the removal and replacement cf UV-induced pyrimidine dimers 

(i. e., intrastrand cross -links) did indeed exist. The exi)erimental results 

can be surrunarizecl by desc·ribing the type of DNA tUrl10Ver that is found in UV· 

resistant and sensitive strains of E.coli. In these experiments, dlC intracellular 

'r. 
t 
\ 
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distribution of radioactively labeled DNA subunits observed inunediately after 
".." • > 

irradiation is compared '''ith that observed about one half hour. later. This 

,~, provides us with a picture of what might be called the "initial state" and the 

"final state" of the DNA, respectively (see Fig. 5). No turnover (Le., neither 

loss of dimers nor incorporation of nucleotides) is observed after irradiation 

of UV sensitive" presumably repair-deficient strains su~h as ~.coli Bs _l ' l'he 

initial state of the DNA is, in this case, the same as the final state. Hmvever, 

after.the same dose of ultraviolet light, suhstantial DNA turnover is ohserved 

in UV resistant;.; repair-proficient strains such as ~. coli nil'. In these cells 

dimers and nucleotides are lost from the DN.A, .aud llew material i.s inc<?rpol:atcd 

in the form of small segments scattered randomly throughout each original strand. 

If we accept the inference that this pattern of DNA turnover is a manifestation 

of repair, then we are' faced with the problem of postul~ting ~ reasonable sequence 

of enzymic steps to account for the observations. Tt"o models have been suggested, 

each of which is compatible· with the biochemical results currently available. 26,27,,39 

They are described colloquially as the "cut-and-patch" and "patch-and-cut" schemes 

(Fig. 6).7 As far as possible, they take into account the polarity of action 

of kno\'ln uucleases and polymerases. The \.!cut-and-patch" model postulates that 

an endonuclease enzyme excises a short, trinucleotide segment c~~ltaining the 

dimer (or that a longer segment is exised and subsequently degraded by exonucl-

eases). This initial excis~on would account for the appearance of trinucleotides 

in the acid-soluble fraction of irradiated Blr extracted with trichloroacetic 

acid -(TeA). The resulting gap is then enlarged by exolluclease attack on the 

exposed 3'- hydroxyl terminus, accounting for the s6lubilization of additional 

nucleotides derived from the DNA. Following the exonuclease degradation step, 

repair replication begins. DNA p~lymcrase inserts the proper nucleotides into 
after 

the gap left I degradation, their correct sequence being determined by 



nucleotidespresent in the opposite, intact strand. This re-synthesis would 

account for the appearance in the original DNA strands of short segments of 

llE~\.,ly polymerized ma terial. Since DNA polymerase can not connec t the last 

nevly inserted nucleotide to the exposed 5' terminus of the original strand, 

a rejoin{ng step must be postulated to avoid leaving a single-strand break in 

the m·1A. Recently, an enzyme called "senlease" (or "l).gatie") has been identified 

,.,hich is capable of catalyzing this reaction. 24,25 

In the "patch-and-cut" scheme the process is assumed to be initiated by 

a single incision that cuts the DNA strand near the defect (Fig. 6). Repair 

replication is assumed to begin inunediately ... a.ccomp'anied ,by a "peeling bac'k", of, 

the defective strand as the new bases are inserted. Repair is completed by a 

second cut,\.,hich releases the original segment, followed by the rejoining step 

described above. This scheme is attractive because it could conceivably be 

carried out by a single ~nzyme complex that moves in one direction along the 

DNA molecule repairing defects as it goes. Furthermore, it does not involve 

the introduction of long, vulnerable, single-strand regions into the. DNA in 

the course of repair. Both models are undoubtedly oversimplifications of the 

steps actually involved in dark repair, but they do indicate that plaUSible 

schemes can be ~evised to account for the biochemical manifestations of repair. 

Analogous biochemical observations of excision and repai.r replication 

have beel,) made in cells trea ted ,,11th the bifunctional alkylating a.gents ni trogen 

mustard (HN2) and sulphur mustard. 2s,so Despite the fact that there is no 

chemi:cal resemblance bet\veen the intrastrand pyrimidine dimers induced by UV 

and the interstrand guanine cross-links formed by HN2 (cf. Figs. '7 and 8~, 

these results provide convincing evidence that both types,of defect are repaired 

in the same general way. , 'fhe same, conclusion has been drmvll from s:i,milar 

. t . l' . C50 cxperunen's "at) ml.tomycl,n • 
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The biochemical results discussed above were obtained in experiments with 

various strains of ~.coJ.:!:..Evidence for.repair has also been derived from 

physiological experiments with other bacteria and ,dth yeast. 53;-59 These ·results, 

together \"i th further studies of dimer excision, DNA degracl.a tion, and/or repair . 

replication indicate that r.epair is a phenomenon of apparently ,.,ide phylogenetic 

distribut1.on. For example, excision and DNA degradation have been mcctsun!d :l.n 

~crococcus radioclurans GO and Bacillus megater:i.um; 61-64 repair replication has 

been meB:sur.ed in. the pleuropneumonia-like organism, Nyc.£.plasma 1a:i.d1m-li~, 65 and 

in the eucaryotic protozoan, Tetrahymena pyriformis. 66 A.discussion of the data 

on. repair in mammalian cells is to be found in section IX·of this paper. 

'rhe,re have been a number of attempts to demonstrate repair in cell-free 

systems. That these experiments have so far met \\lith rather limited success 

is not surprising in view of the complexi.ty of the process that is envisaged 

in vivo. However, prot~in extracts of }Iicrococcus lysodeikticus are capable 
. . 

of restoring the biological activity of UV-irradiated transfornling DNA67 and 

of initiating repair in UV-irradiated replicative DNA of phage ¢X-l74 (presumably' 

by inserting single-strand breaks in specific· positions near pyrimidine dimers).68 

The actual excision of dimers has also been reported in similar enzyme pre-

parations. 69 

11-'0 important control experiments lend substance to the "repair" 

interpretation of biochemical· results of the kind illustrated in Fig. 5. First) 

DNA segments that have undergone repair replication are blo1ogica11y active in 

the sense that they are capable of subsequently supporting norma1·semi-conserva-

t.ive rep1icati.on. 70 This result undermines the criticism that repc:l.i.r replication 

is some form of aberrant DNA synthesis of no biologi.cal significance. Secondly, 

comparative autoradiograph,ic analyses of X-irradiated ~.col~ n/r and 13 1· show s .-

that radioactively labeled DNA components are lost from essentially all the 
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cells in repair-proficient cultures. 71 This result makes it unlikely that 

excision or DNA degradation is due primarily to the preferential lysJs and 

degradation of some heavily damaged fraction of the cell population. 

Breaks in the pho,sphodiestcr backbone of DNA can be produced by ionizing 

radiation 32,7;:~"73 and also as a consequence of depurlnation by l'n-IS and other 

alkylating agents ,1 Both single- and double-strand breaks occur, but it l,S 

generCi.lly.believed that only double-strand breaks are lethal in bacteriophages 

and procaryotic cells such as ~.coli.34,73 How(~ver, even double-strand breaks. .. . . 

need not be lethal in cells in which the broken DNA moleculas'are likely to 'be 
• 

'protected by complex nucleoprotein structures. This latter situation could , 

account for the apparent ability of ~. radiodurans and c~rtain eucaryotic cells 

to repair double-strand breaks in their DNA.74 It has also been reported that . 
single-strand breaks- or at any rate, alkali·-labile phosphodiester bonds -

are present normally, and at ptesumably ,.,ell-defined positions, in b~th viral and 

cellular DNA. 75 - 78 So far, nO,on~ has thought of a good reason 'why these.breaks 

should be present, but, if they remain unrepaired throughout the normal bio-

synthetic processes in which DNA participates, one is again forced to conclude 

that single-strand breaks are not intrinsically harmful to the cell. 

If single-strand breaks are biologically innocuous, it might be argued 

that cells would have no need of any mechanism for their repair, unless under 

some circumstances they were to occur in such large numbers that the physic.al , 

continuity of DNA ,.,ould othen.,i.se be endangered. Such might be the case if 

breaks were introd~ced normally in the course of DNA replication or messenger 

RNA transcripti.on. ~ At any r.ate) phYBico-chemicril analysls of the transitory 

'drop in the molecular weight of :i.ndiv:i.duaJ. DNA strands after X-irradiation of 
, . ' 

~.C01J;(8 and 1'1, ra(Jj,odurans74 serves to demonstrate that' these c.clls possess 
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mechanisms for the repair of broken DNA strands . 80 Recently, enzynlcs capable 

of form5.ng phosphodi.estar bondn at the site of s:i.ngle-st:nlnd bn~aks in duplex 

DNA molecules have been isolated from hoth phage-:l.nfE.'.cted and rlormal cells of . 

~.c~li; and the actual repail' of single-strand breaks in viral DNA has. been 

~.t! !:H.-
demonstrated both by sedimentation and end-group analyses.~x,-~ However, it 

is uncertain \vhether these enzymes are the same as those that are supposed to 

rejoin the breaks introduced during excision-repair of pyrimidine dimers. 

It should also be noted that no nucleotide turnover is associated \vith the action 

of these enzymes in vitro • 

. ' 

..,' 

.•. ./ 
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IV. REPLICATION AND REPAIR 

The expectation that there exists a close association bet,.;een replication 

and repair has been a major stimulus fOr much recent ~ork in m61ecular radiatibn 

biology, It is thought that this association is manifested in at least L,.;o . 

ways. First, repair serves to remove structural defects from DNA that "Jould 

othenHse block DNA synthesis, and second, repair could close strand breaks . 
that might be associated with the umlinding of DNA· dud.ne normal replication. 

There 'is a good deal of experimental s4Pport for the first of these ideas, but 

so far only one ex.per:i.mcnt has been reported ,.;hi.ch. seCl,llS to lend Sllb~tan[..:c to 

. . 
the second. Hanm.;alt measured the background level of. DNA turhover, as deter-

. d b p32, " 1 DNA d f E l' m:tne . y.' ~n~orporat~on, 1n parenta stran so' _.~. He found that 

this turnover was three to five times greater in those DNA regions that had 

replicated during the labeling period tilan in those that had not. 2 ,8 This 

result is consist~nt with the notion that single-strand breaks are introduced 

into DNA in the course of normal replication. and that these breaks a.re repaired 

as the grO\-.'ing point moves on to the next segment of the parental strands to be 

replicated. However J th,e strand-rejoining enzymes that have so far been studied 

in vi tro are capahle of making phosphodiester bonds bet,-.'een thE~ :5!.. hydroxyl and 

5' -phosphoryl groups of adjacent nucleoti.des in the absence of any phosphate 

turnover. 24, 25 On this basi.s, the detection of p32 
turnover. in vivo need not 

be a necessary correla.te of the repair of single-strand breaks per ,se. 

It is well estahlished that W-induced pyrimidine dimers in DNA serve to 

block DNA synthesis both in yivo and j.n vit~. m 8~~ (Such blocks nlay not be 

absolute; in vitro evidence suggests that: slow p::JlYl11erizatl.on can occur aroul1(! 

them. 32
) Dimers arc also ;,:esponsible for more than 'jO% o'f the UV inactivation 

of dw biological activity of transfonni.ng DNA. EKi A strong cas(~ can thus he 
..... ./ 
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made for the hypothesis that unrepaired dimers inhib:i.t cell mUltiplication by 

blocking DNA r~p1ication in ~.~li.8 This hypothesis provides a basis for 

ans'oJering one of the classical questions of cellular radiobiology --namely) 

"'hy are cells inactivated by radiatiol1- and leads us to a neH mathematical model 

for interpreting radiation dose-response curves. 

A schematic outline of the main features of this model is given in Fig. 

9. It is convenient to distinguish three main steps in the inactivation process: 

(1) irrad:i-ation and the ilTunediate physicochemical absorption processes that gi~Ei 

rise to c.hemically stable structural defects in DNA; (2) the bi.ochemi.c.al respo~ses . . 
to these defects during the first fe,oJ hours of inc'ubation of the cells on 

. gro,,,th medium aft?r irradiati.on;· and (3) . the observati.on of the net biological 

effect of the radiation in terms of the clone-forming ability of the cells. It 

1.s assumed that in normal, repair-proficient cells the presence of DNA structural 

defects triggers the excision-repair mechanism, and, if all the initial, poten-

tially lethal defects are repaired, normal replication resumes and a clone is 

formed. If for any reason normal replication proceeds before repair is complete, 

replicati.on may be irreversibly blocked by an unrepaired defect "arri.v:i.ng" at 

the DNA gro,.,ing point; clone formation is then impossible. Thus, "le assert that 

survival after irradiation is determined jointly by the probabilities of the 

formation and the subsequent repair of structural defectR in DNA.21 The 

formation of double-strand breaks ill the DNA by the simultaneous excisi.on of 

neighboring defects in both strands would also lead to inactivation •. Yet another 

route to lethality \wuld bE! via blocked or err'oneous messenger RNA transcr:i.ption. B4 

This interpretatioro of microbial inactivation by ultraviolet light can also be 

applied to inactivation by X-rays) nitrogen mURtard, and other chem:i.cal mutagens. 

·lIo.."ever, it must be :realized that) expecially \-lith X-rays, there may he other 

causes of i.nact:i.vaU(lll that have so far not been. i.dentified. 



V. REPAIR AND THE INTERPRET1\TION OF INACTIVATION CURVES 

If the DNA inactivettion mechmlism described ahove is correct, then ,.,e mllst 

modify the traditional target theory ec!uatiol1s used tb describe radiation 

survival data to incorporate the concept of repair. One particularly simple 

approach leads to an equation that provides a better description of the UV 

survi.Val curve of E:. . .c:.0li Blr than does the usua1 multi-target expression. 8 ,55 

This approacl1 is based on the fact that lethality in a vi.ability assay is an '. 
all-or-nothing phenomenon and the assumpti.on that cell-lethal hits are random, 

independent: events. distributed throughout the irra,diated popL1J.ation according 

to· Poisson statistics. We yostulate that cell-lethal hits are~ in fact, un-

repaired.m~A structural defects. He can then write, 

Surviving fraction of cells = e -[F(x) - R(x)] 

where F(x) :z number of potentially lethal defects formed init:i.ally by the 

radiation, and R(x) =: number of defects removed by repair. 'l'he effid.ency of 

repair can be defined as the ratio R(X) IF(x). In the most general ~ase, F .should 

be written as a sum of terms, one for each type of defect contributing to 

lethality; R should also be a summation, taking into account the possible . , 

relevance of several repair mechanisms. He are at present unable to proceed ,.,l th 

, such a detailed analysis and must be content ,'lith ales!': sophist:i.cated approach. 

Let us assume, as a fi.rst approximation, that the number of potent:i.ally lethal 

defects initially formed increases in prciportion to dose (i.e., F(x) = kx) 

and that the number of defects removed by repa:i.r at first increases li.nearly 

but then reaches a plateau \-lith increasing dose, e.g., R{x) ,,-; (,l',(~-e"f3x). Thi.s 

gives us ari explic:i.t expression for survival which yields a better f:i.t to many 

UV dose··response curves than the usual multi.··target equation (cf. curves A and B 

in Fig. 10). The shoulder in curve A results from the assumed reduction in the 
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efficiency of repair· with increasing dose. The asymptotic slope gives the 

sensitivity of the cell, in the Absence o~ r~pair~ ril~arly, this limiting slope 

is almost as steep as the expon~ntial slope fcir the iepAir-deficient mutant B I' 
s-

(Fig. lOL 
This exercise in curve-fitting demonstrates an interesting fact about the 

rate at ,,,hich the efficiency of repair declines with il!creasing dose. USing the 

,values of the parameters k, u, and t3 obtained from the B/r survival curve in 

Fig. 10, one can construct a plot of R versus F, Le., the number of hits removed 

by repai.r versus the i.nitial number of potentially lethal hits (Fi.g. 11). If 

repair were 100% efficient, R ,,,ould be equal to F for ~1l doses. It' is ciear 

from this graph that R is very close to F for small numbers of initial hits and 

decreases very slo,,,ly as the mmlber of potentially lethal hits increases. In' 

this case repair 1.s 100~~ efficient (1. e., R = F) at vanishingly small UV doses 

and is reduced only to 88% at a cell survival of 10-6• In Fig. 12 'ole have 

plotted both cell survival and the efficiency of repair (R/F); the efficiency 

of repair falls off much more slo,,,ly than survival ,,,ith increasing UV dose. 

The slowness of this decline'is consistent ,,,ith our assertion that substantial 

biochemical repair takes' place in cells that are counted dead in viability assays . 

. It is also of interest that the UV dose required to reduce the efficiency of 

repair by a factor of e -1 is about Ilj.,000ergs/llll12 at 253'7 A. This dose is 

comparable to that required for the equivalent inactivation of enzymes at this 

wavelength . 

The averaee number of DNA defects repaired per cell at any level of rad-

iation dose is described by the term R(x) in the above expresd.on for survival. 

In order to arrive at: an explicit equa.tion which could be,used in. a preliminary 

fit of experimental data,. W~~ have assllmed that R(x) ·could be represented by a 

simple) exponential saturation function. That such an cxpressfon is not too 
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unreasonable is indicated by the "goodness of fit" of the theoretical curve to 

the experimental points shml7ri in Fig. 10. HO\Olever ,it is also possible· to 

determine experimentally the relation ~etween repair ,and rad:i.a~ion dose: QY 

measuring the t~tal amount of repair replication occurring in cells after various 

W dosc·s. The results of a preliminary experiment of. this kind are sho\-1n in 

Figs. 13 and 14. Here, the Pettijohn-Hana\l7al t technique was used to determine 

the amount of nonconservative DNA synthesis28 t;king place follml7ing the appli·· 

catio11 of various W doses to cultures of E.coli TAU-bar. In ·these cells no~-mal 

DNA replication \l7as blocked by amino acid starvation (Le:, DNA "completion" 

cultures were used. 8S ) 
, 

Under these conditions, the amount of ~1e\-Jly syntho.sized, 

radioactively labeled DNA that bands in a cesium chloride density gradient at . 
the posi tion of normal density DNA ·can be taken as a measure of th e number of 

defects repaired. The amount of this newly synthesized material for eachUV 

dose is shown in Fig. 13. Assuming that for each dose a constant number of 

nucleotid~s is inserted into the parental strands for each dimer removed, we 

obtain the dose-response curve for repair replication shmm in Fig.' 14. The 

amount 'of repair rises quickly to a plateau but then declines as the dose to 

the cells is increased still further. (This decline at high doses could also be 

due to an experimental artifact.) This experiment shows that repair is dose 

dependent and that the form of this dependence is at least qualitatively similar 

to that assumed in our a.nalysis of the survival data. HO\I7(wer, further experi-

ments in \l7hi.ch both survival and repair replication are measured .for the same 

cell cultures will be necessary to establish a quantitative relatton between 

the biological and the chemical measurements of repair. 
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VI. ,TRANSCRIPTION AND REPAIR 

Nessenger RNA transcription takes, place along only one of the, t,.,o DNA 

strands,. and this process probably involves a local, um.,inding of the DNA double 

helix. 86-
88 It is difficult to see ho\., this unwinding could be accomplished 

'~ithout the introducU.on of single-strand bre;)1~s into the DNA. Pn::!sulllahl}; these 

breaks must later be repaired, possibly by,the action of sealeasc or ligase 

alone, although under certain conditions repair replication, as ,.,e.1l as the 

rejoining, steps, maybe involved. Pauling and HanaHalt, studying the chara<> 

teristics , of DNA turnover after thymine starvation of a thymine-requiring . . . 

mutant of ~.coli,lO found that a considerable amount of repair replication takes 

. place in thymine-starved cells upon their being presented ,.,ith the thymine 

analogue 5-bromouracil. Neither normal nor re;pair replication can take place 

in the absence of thymine, but messenger RNA synthesis does occur. 89 I.t is 

conceivable that, in the,absence of repair replication during thymine starvation, 

messenger RNA synthesis introduces single-strand breaks ,.,hich are subsequently 

enlarged by exonuclease activity. If a thymine substitute is then restored 

to the medium, repair replication in the cells ,.,ould fill the gaps resulting 

from transcription. This hypothesis accounts for their results and, if true, 

establishes an important connection between transcription and repair • 
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VII. }ruTATION AND REPAIR 

A "mutation" :i.s an inheritable change in the genetic information within 

a genome. Such changes may range from seemihgly trivial structural alterations 
I 

of single DNA bases to the deletion of hundreds of base pairs from the molecule. 

It has been argued theoretically that an optimal mutation frequency must exist 

in natural populations in order to provide simultaneously for evolutionary 

plasticity and genetic stability of selcc,ted genotypes. 16 This argument has been 

taken to ~,mply that mutation frequencies may be under genetic control, and thi.1l 

cxpectat10n has received some experimental support. 18 For example, lTlutant DNA. . . . . 

polymerases of bacteriophages have been found that allm'l increased 'frequencies 

,of incorrect base. insertions ,dur:l.ng normal DNA replication, 90,91, and "mutator" 

genes have been discovered in bacteria ,.,hich alter mutation rate's by some unknm-1n 

mechanism. 92, 83 One may well ask '-1hether DNA repair enzymes might also be 

involved in the regulatiol) or production of mutations. 1\-10 possibilities, not 

mutually exclusive, are that repair enzymes may correct premutational lesions 

before their effects can be expressed and that base pairing errors may be 

introduced into DNA duripg repai.r replication.. HO'-1ever, before proceeding further 

we must distinguish bet"leen spontaneous and induced mutations. 

Although repair processes are capable of correcting mispaired bases in 

DNA94,Sti and, perhaps, of generating mutations in the absence of normal DNA 

replication,96,97 they do not appear to affect spontaneous mutation rates; •. 
spontaneous mutation frequencies are similar in repair-proficient and -deficient 

strains of bacteria. 20 This result is not unreasonable \l1hen one considers that 

many spontaneous ffi"Jtations arise from the insertion or deletion of nucleotides,98-100 

. whereas the kl1o\1111 modes of repair might be capable only of 

'eliminating mispaired bases. Furthermore, since 'the t'-10 memhers of a mis-paired 
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base pair are excised and ~orrected with equal frequency, 94 repair could at best 

reverse only one-half of the,potential mutations due to base subt:titution. 

UV -induced mutations, hO\'7ever, presumably aris'e from premuta tional les'ions 

associated \"ith radiation~induced structural defects in the DNA. It has been 

found thilt these premutational lesions (Le., mutational lesions which have not 

yet been expressed or stabilized) al~~ subject to repair,. (Recent ,,,ork in this 

field has been reviewed by Hitkin13 and by Kimbal1. 14) Large numbers of induced 

mutations to streptomycin resistance, tryptophan independence, and inability to 

ferment lactose are produced in an excision-deficient strain of !.col~ at UV doses 

far below those at ",hich such mutations are detecte'd in the wild. type pc>.re'nt·al . . .. 

strain. J.1,).2 . 'rhese experiments show that at least 99% of the premutationa1. 

damage is repaired in the wild type strain by a process involving excision. 

Implicit in this finding is the fact that the repair of premut~tiona1 lesions 

is far more efficient than thcirproduction as a result of mi~takes made during 

repair replication. These experiments also show that the dose-modifying factbr 

for the repair of premutational damage differs from that for the repair of 

potentially lethal damage; even mutagenic lesions at different loci are not 

'repaired with equal efficiency.13 Some 90% of the mutations to streptoymcin 

resistance and tryptophan independence that are induced in the excision-

deficient strain are photoreactivable, indicating that potentially lethal 

pyrimidine dimers do purtici.pntc in tho i.ndllcti.on of: n lm:ge frltct::i.on of: 

.. these Illlltntions. Nut[ltl.0I10 to inability to ferment lnctose arc not photorenctiv-

ablc,' hm.;rever, and must consist of as yet unidentified photoproduc'ts that can 

be excised but that are not recognized by photoreactivating enzymes. Moreover .• 

suppressor mutati.ons have been implicated in a phenomenon, kno,,,n as "mutation 

frequency decline", in which potential mutations toprototrophy are irreversibly 

lost in repair-'proficient. strains when gro\"th is inhibited after exposure to UV 
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Hght. Witkin1S has Pl'op~scd that MFD results from exci~ion of a unique fraction 

of UV damage at particular loci. The efficicncy of repair in such loci might 

depend on the metabolic state of the cell due to the 'presence of unusual 

photoproducts or DNA configurations that vary in their susceptibility to repair 

enzymes. 

Studies such as these demonstrate that DNA repal,rsystems are capable 

of affecting radi.ation .. induced mutation frequencies and suggest that such 

systems may be of great evolutionary importance in adjusting induced 

mutation frequencies to optimal levels. 
. ' . 

, . 
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V'rII.. RECOMBINATION AND REPAIR 

Genetic recombination is the phenomenon in which l,,10 chromosomes containing 

homologous genes "mate" and produce new) intact) chromosoil1es w'ith associations of 

genes different from that of either parent. Recombination is observed among the 

complex chromosomes of eucaryotic cel~s after both mitosis and meiosis; it is . 

the principal mechanism of genetic reassortment among the simpler chromosomes 

of procaryotic cells and viruses. Our discussion ,,,ill center upon results 

obtai1;led in these latter systems) in ,,,hlch the chrom9somes are single DNA. 

molecules. 

'1\10 general hypotheses have been ad\wnced to account for ,the'. mechal\ism 

of genetic recombination: 

A) Recombination by breakage and reunion;01,104 According to this model, 

homologous chromosomes come together and pair along certain regions, the 

specificity of the aligrunent presumably being dictated by the nucleotide 

sequences within the DNA of homologous genes. 'The paired strands are then 

broken at homologous sites, and the broken ends are rejoined so that re-

combi-nant clll'omosomcs are produced. 

B) Recombination by coPy choice. 104, 10"( This model envisions recombination as 

occurring during the replication of paired DNA molecules. Thus, it is 
replication 

suggested· that a point of/advancing along one chromosome might somehow 

switch to the other, so that the newly synthesized DNA molecule contains 

genetic information derived from each of the paired homologues. A second 
. 

recombinant molecule may be produced by replication along the opposite course. 

Hi-thollt (hwlli.ng 0'1 the complex £"<,:,,J~:;:.!:~<:, evi.dence that has been advanced to 

support one or the other of these hypotheses or thei.r varj.ants,lOl-J.oe we may 

note that t ... l0 fundamental distinctions may be drawn' bct,.,ecn them. The copy 
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choice model requires that' recombination occur at the time of DNA replication, 

while recombination by breakage and reunion could occur in the absence of normal 

DNA replication. A recombinant formed by breakage arid reunion would contain ' 

DNA derived from each parental molecule,. ,.;rhile a, recombinant fOlined by a copy 

choice mechanism would contain no parental material. It is on the basis of these 

distinctions that the copy choice model of recombination has been largely 

abandoned in recent years. 

", Meselson and his co\.;rorkers 1S, 109, 110 working \-lith prelabele,v phages have 

established that some recombinant particles are composed almost entirely ,of 

parental DNA and that there is a correspondence bef\o1eenthe amount of DNA:arid, 

the extent of genetic information which a parental phage contributes to a 

recombinant. }lore recently, Tomiza\.;ra and Anraku have used lab-cled parental 

T4 phages to study the sequence of events in the formation of recombinant T4 chromo

somes. 1l1 - 1l3 They have demonstrated(l) that the first step in recombination 

is the formation of a "joint molecule" consisting of portions of the parental 

DNA molecules united end to end by means of hydrogen bondsj(2} that these joint 

molecules are then transfortried into intactrecomb:lnant molecules in which the 

components derived from parental structures are covalently bonded; and(3) 

that while prior protein synthesis is required for the formation of Joint 

molecules, the entire process of recombina,nt format~on can occur in the absence 

of detectable DNA replication. A 'r~· mutant defective in the formation of the 

initial joint molecule has been identified. 1i4 'These experiments provide 

conclusive evidel1ce that recombination among bacteriophages can occur by a 

mechanism closely relatc;!d' to breakage and rejoining.' 

The implications of DNA repair for the problem of gen~tic recombination are 

would seem to involve certain steps \o1hich are topologically indist:Lnguishable 

' .. 
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from those envisioned for'excision-repair. Second, repair may be invoked 

to account for c·ertain irregular genetic. phenomena, such as gene conversion, 

that are apparently related to recombination but are not easily explained on the 

. basis of a simple breakage and reunion model. 

Howard:'Flanders and Boyce20.,l15 have proposed that the terminal steps ·of 

recombination by breakage and reunion incll.lde steps also involved in DNA repair: 

Thus the primary steps of recombination are envisioned to be: (1) the pairing of 

. . 
homologous DNA molecules, followed by the introduction of single strand breaks 

and the as·sociation ·of complementary single strands from the two parents in some 
general • . 

,.;ray such that a "joint ·molecu1e" of the/type depicted in Fig. ,15 - uR" is 

generated; (2) the degradation of unpaired single Bt.rands to eliminate the regions 

of overlap ben-leen the recombined components of the parental structures (Fig. 15 -

"I") ; (3) repair replication to fill in any single_strand gaps in the recombinant 
. 

molecule; and (h) the rejoini.ng of the phosphod ies tel' bacl<bones of the molecule 

so that the recombinant components are tmited by covalent bonds (Fig. 15 - IIJII). 

This repair sequence would be consistent '-lith the observed progression 

from a hydrogen-bonded joint molecule to an intact, covalently bonded, recombinant 

molecule • Moreover, there are indications that recombination in phage A may be 

accompanied by the removal and resynthesis of small portions of·the molecule 

such as would result from repair in the region of (lverlnp c.onnecting the 

recombining components .19 

.. 
The possibility that the excision enzymes themselves might be essential 

for recombination \'laS eliminated by the finding that bacterial mutants ,·,hich 

are defective in exc:i.sion are able to support normal recombination. 2o The 

primary evidence in support of common pathHays in DNA repflir and genetic re-

.combinat'ion has been the isolation of "REC~II mutants of E.coli bacteria ",hich 

are both deficient :i.n recombination and extremely sensitive to ultraviolet light ..... 
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and X-rays .116 Several varieties of REC- mutants have been found; tr:ey exhibit 

sOITIe\\lha t different phenotypes corresponding to mutations in different regions 

of the bacterial chromosome .117-119 It· ,.,as at first thought that ,these mutants 

might be deficient in the repair replication step that Has i)resumed to be 

common to both DNA repair and recombination) but subsequent studies have failed 

to support this interpretation. The REC- strains apparently do possess SOlTIe 

repair capacity. One reckless mutant is capable of sU'ccessfully repairing 

approximately 9576 of UV-induced pyrimidine dimers even though relative to the 

,·,i1d type it is several hundred times more sensitive to uv and its efficiency 

-h 12C' in recombinant formation is only about 10 • " In fact) r~~pair replicatiol), 

has been observed in these mutants by the Pettijohn-Hana""ll t technique ,121. 

Moreover) al though the extent of DNA turnover in the class of REC - mutants kno'm 

as "cautlous" appears to be normal" a "recklclss" class of mutallts exhi.bi ts a 

high degree of DNA turnover and degradation even when they have not been irradia-

ted, 20, l:=~O Since the nature of t.he biochemical defect in the REC- mutants is 

not understood,. i,t remains possible that the joint occurrence of recombination-

• 
deficient and radi.ation-sensitive phenotypes may be attributable to the dis ~ 

ruption of basically independent DNA repair and recombination mechanisms by 

an irregularity of DNA metabolism. Radiation-sensitive mutants . that are defective 

in mi.totic or meiotic recombination have heen found in the fungus Ust:i.lago 

maydis, but here too the nature of the altered functions is unknO\\ln.122 

The possible relation bet'-leen repair and recombination is also being 

studied in bacteri.ophages. A Th mutant, known as T1IX, has. been foui1d to 

1 I '23 be a)out 70~) more sensi.ti.ve to lTV than the \\lild type,·"- The recombination 

frequencies arc reduced nhotlt threefold in tTOSses of '.I.'h j,n \\lld.ch both parents 

carry the x mutation, but the numuer of progeny pl1agc pr.oduced per' i.nfection is 

also greatly reduced under these CirCtllHstrmces; 121 a'ga1n t:he specific nature of 
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the defective function is' unclear. Hhereas 1'4 is an "autonomous" bacteriophage, 

,,,hose intracellular deve.lopment is independent of the inte8rity of the host 

cell genome, the smaller phn8e 7\ is "dependent" in that it requires the particip7 

ation of the host's genes and metabolic machiner.y for its development. UV 

damage to dependent phages such as ?\ can be repaired in ,,,ild type str.ains of 

bacteria by a process knmm as host cell reactivation (HCR) (Fig. 16), which 

requires the host-cell excision enzyme and is thought to be similar in nature 

to the excision-repair of UV-damaged bacterial DNA. 5,125 One may inquire, then, 

whether host cell functions are also r~quired for recombination among dependent 

bacteriophages. Normal vegetative recombination arid lysogenizat.ion o~cur :,v"nen 

?\ phages infect an excisionless or recombinationless bacterial host.118,126,l27 

Ho("ever, the pri.ncipal mode of recombination among 813 (a small cOliphag'e con

taining only about 1.7 x 106 dal tons of single~stranded DNA) is blocked ,,,hen 

it is grown in REC~ host bacteria. 128 

In an extension of this line of inquiry, we have studied the efficiency' 

of UV-stimulated recombination among '?l phages in host bacteri.a that are defective 

in DNA repair .127 It has been knmm for sOllie time that 10,,, doses of ul trav1.olet 

light enhance recombinatioli,129 as do many other agents which produce specific, 

. repairable lesions 1.n DNA. This concurrent stimulation. of repair and recombination 

suggested to us the possi.bility that a connnon mechanism might be involved in 

the t,-lO processes. He found, ho,,,ever, that the UV stimulation of recombination 

is even y,reater in bacterial hosts that are unable to e,:(cisc pyrimi.dine dime1's 

from .phage DNA than it is in the ,,,,itd type strains (Figs. 16 an.d 17). Noreover, 

the recombination-promoting UV lesions in the phage DNA are repaired by host 

cell reactivation \Vith the same efficiency as are potentif1lly lethal UV lesions 

(Fig. 18). Thus, for a p'ar"ticular UV dose, the number of recombination events 

is inversely correlated \o1i th the l1llnlbcr of exciflion-repair events. These results 
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eliminate the possibility that host cell exci,sion enzymes might be required for 

UV-stimulated phage recomb:i.nation. On the other hand, the UV enhancement of 

recombination is the same in recombination-deficient bacterial hosts (\vhich 

~~ capable of HCR) as it is in the ,-lUd type hos t.s; These rcsu.l ts are con

sistent '-lith the idea that genes controlling:;\ recombination are ~ontained in, 

the phage genome and that not all (i,f any) of the host 'recombination apparat.us is 

essenti.al for '1\ recombination. The later stages of DNA repair in f\ may also 

be cO'fltrolled by phage genes, for all ,knOi'ln bacterial, mutants which are HCR- are 

defective in only the ~nitial, excision, ~tep of repair.20,130 

Several ;'\ JIlutants that are defectivE! in recombi11ation hav'e recently 

been isolated. 131 It is reported that these mutants have a somewhat greater 

sensitivity to Uv than ,dId-type 7\ and that their recombination-deficient 

phenotype is most pronounced in REC- host bacteria, but more complete data from 

these studies are not yet available. 

Mutants of (\ and P?2 phages have also been isolated which are !li.nt" 

(integration-dcfi,cient) •. 1.32, 133 These mutants appear to participate normally 

':l.n vegetati.ve phage recombination but are defective :1.n their llbil:i.ty to recom-

bine '-lith the bac terial chromosome during the process of lysogeni.za tion. It 

is concei,vable that the enzymes required for the i.ntegration o.f temperate 

phage are also necessary for their induct{on, si.nce such a mechanism is intact 

in REC- host bacteria even though no spontaneous or UV inducti.on is observed 

in "rcchless" strab1S .1?-6 131, 

We are thus confronted with the possibility that at least three different 

recombination systems operate during temperate phage infection -viz., that 

\-lhich mediates bacterial re.combinat:i~n) that wJd.ch mediates recombinat1.on among 

vegetative phagC!s, and tJ-iat ",11ich'is responsible for lysogenJxationand perhaps 

, '. 

.' 

.. 
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, 
also induction. 'l\'lO of· these processes and certain analogous steps of DNA 

repair may be under the control of ~lage genes, but the precise way in which 

these mechanisms of recombination are related to repair· has yet to be defined. 

In the phenomenon of bacterial transformation, competent cells of a 

recipient strain may acquire genetic characteristics of a donor strain by . 

incorporation of donor DNA which is present in the medium. There is good 
a 

evidence that in this case/different mechanism of recombination operates to 

effect the insertion of only single strands of the donor DNA into the recipient 

chromosome, and it has been proposed that repair processes also participate . 
in this type of recombination. 1.2.5,136 Strainsof·B. subtilis have been isolated 

which are .sensitive to chemical ~utagens and radiation and also exhibit impaired 

transformability .137,138 It has also been suggested that the differing effici-

encies with which various allelic mutations are integrated and preserved in 

.recipient DNA are a reflection of the differential operation of repair processes. 139 

An irregular genetic phenomenon that may be closely related to the involve-

ment of DNA repair processes in recombination is gene conversion. 140,l-11 This 
, 

.... phenomenon, most extensively studied in fungi, con~ists in the aberrant segre-

gation of t\'lO homologous alleles, so that rather than the normal 2:2 Hendelian 

ratio a 3:1 ratio is observed among the products of meiosis or ~itosis. Since 

this conversion .is frequently accompanied by recombination for outsi.de markers, 

l.t may be considered an example of recombination ",hich is non-reciprocal for 

closely li.nked sites. Holliday has proposed a model :i.n \'lhi.ch gene conversion 

is attributed to the repair of mispaired bases that may arise during the assoc-. 

iation of complementary strands of the parental chromosomes in a breakage and 

rejoinine recombi.nation event .14;~ \.;rbitehouse has advanced a somc\\·hal mOl~e 

.elaborate tlteory which suggests that DNA repair processes arc also implicated 

in the formaU.on of the initial "joint" recombinant'molecule, as in Fig. 13, 
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"A" - "R",J.43,146 He has' further proposed that the polarity often observed in 

the frequency of conversion events from one end of an allele to the other may 

reflect predetermined points of initial strand breakage at the ends of a 

"pola·l"On." In any case, strong evidence for the· involvement of DNA repair and 

recombination in gene copversion is provided by Holliday I s identi.fication of 

mutations to radiation-sensitivity in Ustilago mayd:is th.at have a marked effect 

on gene conversion as Hell as on mitotic or meiotic recombination,122 

Another phenomenon relevant to repair and recombination is the formation 

of bacteriophage heterozygotes, in which a region of the phage chromosome 

carries informa'tion for different alleles on the complementary DNA st'randS .1.04, 14? 

As '-lith points of gene conversion, most of these heterozygous regions are found 

in molecules which are recombinant for outside markers,148-150 It should be 

noted from Fig, 15 that the generation of heterozygote molecules could be 

a natural consequence of recombination by a breakage and reunion process, 

As has been mentioned in earlier sections, mispairing of bases such as must 

occur in genetically heterozygous regions of DNA can be repaired,94,95 Such 

repair has been demonstrated by Rogness during a stu~y of the relative activity 

of the tHO strands of ?l phage DNA in messenger RNA transcription. 94 He first 

constructed "heteroduplex" l\ DNA molecules by annealing complementary single 

strands of phage chromosomes differing by .a single point mutation, Hhen the 

template activity of these heteroduplex molecules was observed in normal host 

cells, the strands appeared to be equally active because the mispaired bases 

in hqlf of the transcribing strands Here repa:L:r.cd to r.eflect the sequence in 

the cOl1lplellwiltary strand. This effect could be suppressed .. however.) by pre·· 

irradiation of the hos t cel1.s \Vi 1'h a heavy dose of UV in ~))~der to "tr.ap" 

excisi.on-rcpair cnzyn~s on lesions j~ the bacterial.DNA. Variation in the 

efficiency of this type of repair may account) in part, for the \delaly differing 
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frequencies of heterozygotes found among various kinds of phage. 

It is conceivabls,: that repair could also inty:..?dllC~ heterozygosity for a 

particular allele into a DNA molecule. ,A hypothetical scheme for this process 

is depicted in Fig. 19, ,·,here a het(!rozygote is represented as resLilting from 

the repair of mis-matched bases in "ma.ted" parental strands during an abortive 

recombination event. If a second repair event corrects this heterozygosity, 

there is a 50% chance of converting one parental allele to the other. The net 

result \olOuld thus be an information transfer unaccompanied by any recombination 

or transfer of physical material. Such a possibility illustrates the versatility 

of the concept of DNA repair in suggesting explanations for, extraordinary genetic 

phenomena.' 
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IX. THE Qm~STION OF REPAIR IN HfU.'JNALIA..~ CELl.S 

Having established the existence of DNA repnirprocesses in a mUllber of 

procaryotic and lO'·lC.~r eucaryoti.c cells, one ma.y ,,,ell inquire ,,,l1ether such systems 

are to be found in manmlalictn cells. Our discussion here '''ill be confined simply. 

to the question of the existence of repair in cultured mammalian cell 1i.nes, for 

at present even this fundamental problem remains unresolved. 

Photoreactivation is 'videly distributed phy1ogenetically, 151-153 but it 

has not been found in mal1U11a1ian cells cultivated in vitro. 154 Hhy such a 

ubiquitous phenomenon should be absent from these cells in puzzling, to say ·the 

least. 'l'here is a. good deal of indirect evidence that mannualian cells do possess 

dark repair mechanisms, but. biochemical studies of DNA turnover have not yielded 

the kind of unequivocal results that have been obtained '''ith bacteria and lmver 

eucaryotes. 

One of the earliest indications that mal1U11alian cells possess recovery 

mechanisms calX;:! 'from the so -called "spli t-dose" experiments with ionizing radiation. 155 

In these experiments, a dose of x-rays is given in two porti6ns· separated in time: 

if recovery occurs bet\oleen the exposures, fe,,,er cells die than \l1ould have if 

. the radiation 'l1ere given all at once. Such experiments sho\v that cells which 

survive the first exposure respond to the second as if many of the" sublethal'; 

lesions produced by the first are repaired i~ the interim. 156 In fact, given 

sufficient time bet\l1e~n the two exposures (about two hours), the surviving 
, 

cell~ appear to recover completely fr0111 the sublethal effects of the first. 

(It is important to note that this Qrecovery U l.s manifested as a I'recovery of 

radi.ore:d.stance" rather than the usual recovery of viahil~ty in the irradiated 

populaU.oll.) Recovery can occur at any time in the, cell divi.~;j.on cycle and 

apparently doe:·; not <kpc·:nd UpOll nonn:.'!) DNA synlhcs:i.s .1!:;C 
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The nature of the damage from , .. hich recovery occurs betHcen exposures 

is unknown. One possibility is that lesions must accumulate beyond some 

"threshold" number before death ensues. If the cells are a1loVlcd time to repair 

or byp~ss some fraction of the damage caused by the first radiation dose, feVler. 

of th(~lI\ , .. ill. :1<.:culllulnte th(~ 11\unbel." of les:i.()Jls llcce::;~;;l1:y for death during tll0. 

second exposure. Alternatively, the lack of aduitivity in split-dose experiments 

might indicate that repair is more efficient in the presence q£ fewer lesions or 

that damage to a repair system can be cir~umvented during the interval betm;en 

the doses. Hhatever model is invoked to account for the quanti. t'ativ~ de'tc:ils 

of these experiments, the results are most easily interpreted on the basis of 

repair. Ho,,,ever, simi.lar split-dose experiments ,,,ith ultraviolet light give 

no indication of recovery in manunalian cells. 157 

li'urther indirect evidence for the existence of repai.r processes in mammalian 

cells is the presence ot' a "shoulder" on the radiation dose-response curves. 

As discussed above, such shoulders mi~lt arise from the progressive. inhibition 

of repair with increasing dose. In addition, . caffeine serves to reduce the 

shoulder on the UV survival curve of mouse L-cells. ~'j8 Caffeine is kno,'111 to 

be an inhibitor of dark-repair processes in bacteria, and so it might be 

concluded that similar processes are inhibited in mammali.an cells by this compound. 

Numerous attempts have been made to obtain biochemical evidence for dark 

repair in mammali.an cells. Hot"cver, with fm-l exceptions, attempts to observe 

the release of pyrimidine di-mers from the DNA of UV irradiated ce11s have yielded 

negative results. Pyrimidine dimers are formed in mammalian cells with about 

the same efficien~y as in bacteria, and their number increases linearly ~i.th 

dose. ISS But these dimcrs remain in the acid insoluble fraction of the DNA for 

several hours after irradj,aUon. It is possihle, of course,_ that the dimcrs are 
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> initially released in long .. single-strand segments \~hj_ch remain i.nsoluble in 

TeA. Some recent experiments indicate that loss of dimers does occur about 48 

hours after irradiation.l.60 Similarly,the loss of sulfur mustard lesions from 

manunalian cells has been reported. 16l Nevertheless, no direct association has 

been established betHeen the removal of these products and DNA repair. 

Experiments analogous to those in ,~hich regi.ons of repair replication in 

bacteri.a \'lere originally identified have also been carried out "d.th mammalian 

cells gro-('ll1 i.n vit2:"'.£.162 Autoradiography and density-gr.ad:i.ent analysis of their' 

DNA have 'cstablished that 'unscheduled' DNA synti1esis dOe:s ~'l:c:ur in UV irradiated 

cells. The synthesis is not semi-conservative .. and it takes place in the prc

and post-DNA synthesis periods of the cell division cyclc. Ho~~ever, this un

scheduled synthesis is not sensitive to caffeine. lEIS Similar unscheduled 

synthesi.s occurs in X-irradiated mammalian cells,l64 

The experiments discussed here have dealt exclusively \~ith mannnalian 

cells cultured under highly artiUcial conditions. Almost nothing is known 

about the ability of in vivo cells to repair their DNA 

In summary then, the evidence for the existence of DNA repair in mammalian 

cells grovm in vitro is meager. Hhile some experiments indicate that recovery 

and DNA repair may occur, most of the available posi.t5.ve evidence is rather 

ambiguous. Since repai.r systems are knO\Ulto occLlr :l.n other eucnryotcs, one 

might. tn~pect to find them i.n mnllUllaJ.i.nn cells as \~el1. lIo\-1ever, the i.ncrcased 

complexity of the chromosomes of mammaHan cells may frustrate the. application 

of present detection methods. 

". 
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X. CONCLUSIONS 

Having surveyed the evidence for the existence of enzymic DNA repai.r mech

anisms in cells) and having inquired into the possible influence of repair on other 

genetic processes, we feel constrai.oed to provi.de an overall assessment of ele 

status and general credibility of thE:se ideas at the present time. The inter-: 

pretation of the observations summarized in Figs. 2 arid 5 in terms .of repair 

appears to be sound and \vell justified. It might be argued that the very concept 

of ·repair is distressingly anthropomorphic and that ,,,hat we take to be "repair" 

is simply an accidental corollary of some othcr, lmrecognized) mctaho·Li.c pro.cess. 

Oile Celll hardly reply to this sort of phi.losophical cd Uc:iSlIl) except to affirm 

th .. 1t the notion of repa:!.r seems to be at once the simplest and most frl1i.tful 

working hypothesis presently available. We are satisfied that repair processes 

are closely related to replication and mutation) because DNA defects capable of 

inhi.hiting replication and causing mutations can be corrected by them. 'l'he 

evidence for the involvement of repair in normal DNA synthesis and in messenger 

RNA transcription is very tenuous, and much more work \ViII be required before any 

firm conclusions can be reached. The possible relation beb~een repair and 

recombination remains as tantalizing as ever, and although there are obvious, 

topological similarities betwcen certain steps in each process, there is as 

yet no direct evidence to support the idea that the enzymes involved are 

identical. 

The most obvious and, in retrospect, the most radical idea to be established 

hy thCf;C s tucl:i.cs is thCl t the genetic lil:).tl~r.Ul1 doc'.s not I.;t:nnd 1.rwI11at:(~d from tlw 

chaniCl:eristic processes of brcakdo\·1J1 and re:::ynthcsis of cellular. constituents. 

DNA turnover is a part of the normal me.tabolism of <:0.118, and \Ve can nm" see that 

the stabili.ty of tlte gene should be attd.huted as much to the balance of dynamic, 

biochcmi.cal procer.;f;(,~f; as to the ntructlJ):al durability of douhle .. stranded polynucleotide 

ch:.d.llS. 
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. Figure 1. I,iqui.d-holding recovery of stationary-phase diploid yeast (Saccharom;{~es 

£c:..revisiae) after irradiation'vith 253'{ A ultraviolet light. The lo~vcr 

curve sh()~vs the survival observed llpon immediate pl<,tting on \~ort agar. 

The upper curve shm.,rs sUl:vival'a[ter four days storage of the :i.rrac1iated 

cells in distillE!d Hater at 30°C in the clark. The survival curve ob

tained upon delayed plating is rel8.ted to that. for immediate plating by 

a constant dose-modifying factor of 1.6. 

Figure 2. Comparative survival curves of stationary-phase E.coli B/r and B
s

_
l 

for inactivation by 2537 A light and the bifunctional a11.),lating agent, 

nit:t:0gen mustard [methyl bis (t.)-chloroethyl)amine hydrochloride). The . . 
cells ,.;rere grm.;rn overnight in peptone broth, .,.;rashed and resuspended fo~, 

irradiation in phosphate buffer, and plated on nutd.ent (ealt) agar. 

Note 'that the relative resistance 'of the t,.,o strains is similar for 

both inactivating agents. 

Figure ,3. Schematic diagram" indicating the essential features of repair: (1) the 

r~cognition of the defect inherent in Ule initial binding of the repair 

enzymes, and (2) the three principie \mys in \vhich repair might be 

executed. 

Figure 4. Two models of DNA repair sequences. [DNA} ,[DNA] 1" •• represent n n-
sequential DNA configurations during repair involving: I, independent 

E
l

, E2, ..... , En; or II, an enzyme complex symbolized by repair enzymes 
E •••• E 

2 / n • 
\..}? 

Biological consequences of these tHO models are discussed in 

J1 

the text. 

Figur.e 5. The experilllentally observed lIinitial ll and llfinal ll states of DNA in 
. , 

UV-irradiated cells of sensitive and resistant strains of E.coli. 

No DNA turnov~~r occurs in the sensitj.ve strain 13 1; in the resistant 
s-

strain H/r, DNA br(~akdO\om and re··synthesis result il~ the r.elease of 

dimers and nucleotides, couplf~d \-lith the inc.orporation of neH material 

into short segments distributed randomly thj:otlghollt the tHO original 

fit:cands. 

... 



'. 

Figure 6. The explicit hypothe,ses regarding the enzymic steps in repair thnt can 

account for the experimental observations :i.l1ustrated in Figure 5. The 

main difference between the t\"O is that, in the "Patc.h-and-Cut" model, 

repair replication oc~urs concurrently with the removal of the defect, 

,,,hereas in the "Cut-and-Patch" model) the defect is removed prior to 

the initiation of repair replication. 

Figure 7. The most common type of pyrimidincdimer formed. in DNA by ultraviolet 

light. Adjacent thymine moieties in the same strand are li.nked by a 

cyclobutane ring.-

Figure 8. Guanine-guanine cross-linking by nitrogen mustard attack on DNA. The 

7-nitrogen atoms of the tHO guanine moieties ~n opposite strands' of PNA 

are alkylated by the tHO "arms" of the bi.functional HN2 molecule', 

Figure 9. A schematic outline '0£ the general features of alternative bacterial 

responses to the formation of DNA structural defects by radiation or 

chemical treatment. It' is assumed that DNA is one of the principal 

targets for damage relevant to cellular i.nactivation; that chemically 
, 

stable defects (represented by asterisks) result from the fast) physico-

chemical reactions associated '''ith the initial attack on DNA; that 

the presence of these defects triggers repair replication; and that, 

if all the potentially lethal defects are repaired, normal replication 

resumes and a clone may be formed. Repair and normal replication arc 

regarded as competiti.ve processes, amI) if for any reason, normal 

replication proceeds before repair i.s complete, its subsequent irrevers

ible blockage by an unrepairecl defect makes clone formation impossible. 

A possihle altcrnatate route to lethality \oJOuld be via blocked or 

erroneous mcssengel" RNA transcri.ption. 

Figure 10. "A, the fittlng of a set of UV surv:i.val points for E~c~}J: n/r to the 

nCH dose-response! [unction discll:Jsed in the text. 13, a fi t of the same 

data to the clRsd.cal onc .. llit, rnulU,target eql1al:i.on is s11o\-1n for com

parison. Tlw asymptote of curve A is S1l0\\l11 (U.splacc~l to the left so 

that it passes tJll"oUlih thc od.f~:i.n; thi.s curve is to be compared \vi th 

tllC B 1 survival curve. s-



"'igure. 11. A plot of R(x), the number of hits removed by repair, versus F(x), the 
' ....... ," 

number of initial potentially lethal hit.s, obtaine.d from the UV' dose

response curve sho\·m in Figure J.O. 

Figure 12. A plot of percentage survival <.lnd efLi.ci.cncy of repair (R/F) calculated 

from the UV dose-response cU)~vc shown in Figure 10. Note that the UV 

dose axis is greatly compressed compared \-lith that of Fi.gure 10 and 

that the effici.ency of repair declines much more 810\\1'ly '-lith increasing 

dose than does survival. 

Figure 13. 'Ilhe amotint of newly i.ncorporated material appearing in cesium chloride 

density gradient analysis. of the DNA extracted froll1.UV·:Lrradiated 

cultures of Eocoli TAU-bar. The cultures 'vere starved of their 

required amono acids for 90 minutes prior to irrad:i.~tion. Such 

starvation produces a population of cells that have completed one round 

of DNA replication and are l~nable to initiate a second -round. Incorp

oration of tritiated thymidine observed after irradiation of this DNA

completion culture ar:i.ses from repair. replication. 11he amount of 

label incorporated provides a measure of the number of lesions repaired 

after each dose of UVu 

Figure 14. A plot of the amount of tritiated thymidine incorporated ~s a result of 

repair versus UV dose. The ordinate gives the peak counts per 0])260 

unit of DNA extracted from the cells on the basis of the data shO\vn 

in Figure 13. The resu~ting curve is, in effect, a dose r~sponse 

relation for DNA repair. 

Figure 15. A hypothetical scheme for genetic recomb:i.nation, illustrating the possible 

role of DNA repair processes in the breakage arid reunion of parental 

molecules. 'rhe sequence A through 11 is an adaptation from that proposed 
. 1 2 

by Hllitehousc in his "polaron hybrid" DNA model of cross:L.llg-over.' H is 

. 
:.--:::=::::;: •. :..~:::;;.:;.:.:.;::. ... ;::'::':::.":-=::':'::.::"-===..:=.=-:"::::':'.:;'=-==..::::'~:::-"::'--=-=--"'-""..::::~'.:~:-::':-:' ... ::::':-:':':"'":.'.="-:::":':':"::--:-.:-::'::::;-:'::=:':-:;-:=.-::,=,:,:~::----.:::-",:"~-:';:~;.==:;'-":'':'=:-'':':::::::::'--:''-;:::::::::::---:''-'':';....-:=:-:-:=.:::.:::::===:.:=--=--= 

1. 
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7. 

a form suggested by Tomizawa and Anraku for tht~ T4 "jo1nt molecule. ,,:> The 

steps in the transition from l-I tln'ouglt J are those Pl:oposed by llcl\,;a:ccl-
)~ 

Flanders and noyce. J is the structure suggested by Neselson for the 
r::: 

recombinant molecule.:::> Note thn t:, the recom1..d,nml.t molecule'S contain regions 

of structuJ:al hetei:ozygosity (Im
l 

and lITt
2

)) in which the c.omplc!mentary 

strands are of differe'.1.t parental origin. The scheme clipieted h~~re 

also results in a region of gene conversi.on (GCR)) or non-reciprocal 

recombination) in '-7111ch one of the parental genes is represented on three 

strands arid the other on only one s trnnd of the t\'70 recombinant molecules. 

Subsequent repair of mis-paired bases that might result ~rom genetic. 

heterozygosity in this region could lead to tIle eli.mination of one of the 

parental alleles. 

Fi'gure 16. UV survival curves for A bacteri.ophage assayed on a ,.,i1d type host strain 

of -E.-coli (AB 1l~57) and on a mutant strain (AB 1886) that is defective in 

the excision of structural defects from DNA. The difference in pha'ge 

survival on the two strains is due to the fact that potentially lethal 

UV lesions in the phage DNA are repaired by host cell reactivation (HCR) 

in the AB 1157 but not in the An 1886 host. 

Figure 17. Dose··response curves for the UV enhancement of recombination frequency in 
, + 

crOsses of two A phage mutants in HCR and HCR - host hac tcria. The uv 
stimu1ati.on of recombination is even greater in the strain that is unable 

to excise UV-induced lesions than in the wild type. Analogous results have 

b d f UV · . l ' f b . 1 b" 1 d f' . cen reportc 'or stlmu atl0n o· acterla recom lnatlon an o· mltotlc 

recombination in yeast. 2 

=--"""'"=---=._=-== 

l. p . Hm.,ard-F1anders and R.P. Boyce, Radi.ation Res., 1966 .suP"~ .. 156. 

1967 56 591. .. _.' . 
--:,,::;-. --------,-,-------------

'/'J. 

l~.p. HO\.,ard-Flanders and R. P. Boyce) Radiati0..n~i~ ... 1966, S'~PJ2J.~ 156. 

5· M• Mesel~.lOn, ,:!",-_l,,!ol..Jlio1., 196J" 2., '(jh. 
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, 
r' 1i'igure lB. The UV enhancement of recombination frequency for· the crosses of phage 
I: 

shm-m in Pig. 17. but plotted as a function of tlic fraction of infecting . , 
phage which survJ.ves in single infection of the host (Fig. 16). '£h,is plot 

. gives the recombination frequency· in the t\.;ro hos'ts as a function of the 

number of unrepaired UV lesions in the phage DNA rather than as a function 

of the initial number of lesions as in pi.g. 1"(. . 

:Figure 19. A hypothetical scheme for transfer of infol;mation bet\olecn homologous DNA 

molecules. 

... 
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This report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the Com~ 
mission, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behal f of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 
of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor . 






